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HOW TO SET & ACHIEVE YOUR 
PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL GOALS
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introduction
Welcome! We are delighted that you are taking this course. We believe, “if you increase your learning 
and you will increase your earning.” We have designed RCI’s “Real-Time” Learning in four niches:

★★ Leadership

★★ Customer Service

★★ Sales

★★ Personal Development

Most modules can be completed in a approximately 30-minutes or less to give you the help you 
need when you need it. Each contains practical and proven value that you can apply today. Sound 
learning theory supports each competency. Each is organized in three parts:

1. Self-assessment (5-8 minutes)...measure it!

2. Article (5-6 minutes)...study it!

3. Video and Application questions (10-15 minutes)...reinforce and apply 
it!

We encourage you to engage our other modules. All the skills and approaches in a niche reinforce one 
another. All learning to be useful must result in positive behavior or strategy changes. At the end of this 
module review the other resources available. We wish you the best of success-now accelerate your 
career!

Positively,

Rick Conlow
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H O W  T O  S E T  &  A C H I E V E  Y O U R  P E R S O N A L  &  P R O F E S S I O N A L  G O A L S

assessment
➜ INSTRUCTIONS: Setting and achieving goals is a key ingredient to success in life. Here are 10 

specific traits to benchmark yourself. Use a scale of 1-5. Mark a 1 if it is very infrequently like you, 5 
means it is very frequently like you. Answer as you think others would see you, not how you would 
want to be.

I have...

1.           

2.           

3.           

4.           

5.           

6.           

7.            

8.           

9.              

10.              

clearly thought about and crystallized what success means to me.

done a self-assessment to view my assets and ways to improve.

created a dream list for my personal and professional lifes.

written personal and professional goals for the next 3-5 years.

designed actions steps for my priority personal and professional goals.

persisted in taking regular action-the first steps, then the next step-on my key goals. 

set up regular times to review my efforts and progress on my goals.

dedicated myself to keep learning to increase my results.

made a commitment to win.

become an effective goal achiever.

Strengths (List 2-3 of your highest rated areas)

Areas to develop  (List 1-2 of your lowest rated areas)
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THE NEW SCIENCE OF GOAL 
SETTING AND ACHIEVING 
Neuroscientists say the human brain has 100 billion neurons. 20,000 
or so carry Dopamine. It is a neurotransmitter that makes us human 
and has been called the “motivation molecule.” This is crucial to 
understanding goal setting and achieving. Dopamine controls our 
brains communication and keeps us motivated. Dopamine activation 
provides us drive, focus, and concentration. It also provides pleasurable 
feelings, accomplishment, planning and the joys of life. It is one of the 
keys to our goal success.

Discoveries in goal setting science validate how to avoid the pitfalls and 
possible detrimental effects of goal setting. Likewise, how to tap the 
new science of goal achieving. 

    THE HAZARDS OF GOAL SETTING 

L.A. King and C.M.Burton state in their paper, The Hazards of Goal Pursuit, for the American Psychological 

Association, that there are difficulties with goal setting.  If people are not ready, lack training, are non-

committal, goals often conflict and people falter. So, goal setting often has a negative impact on people’s 

emotions and performance.
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WCW Partner’s research found only 1/3 of managers do goals with employees in the workplace . 

Research suggests 80 percent of people do not use a goal planning process in their lives. Those 

who do set goals. 70 percent of people fail to achieve what they want. In addition, about 40 

percent of people create New Year’s resolutions and only 8 percent achieve them. In the United 

States and Britain, people watch an average of 28-32 hours of TV a week. Their talent remains 

dormant. They do not make the effort or do not know how to apply a goal achieving process. Their 
incredible potential for a better and more fulfilling life is untapped.

 6 SUCCESSFUL GOAL ACHIEVING STEPS 

Researchers Locke and Latham have long presented that goals improve work performance in 

numerous settings. The process and steps for achievement are well documented. 

Do you want more personal and career success? The SCORES model intermingles proven goal 

principles with new research that you can apply to your situation: 

S - A few goals that are specific keep us focused and determined. This is where Dopamine helps 

us. With too many goals, it is easy to sidetrack and it is hard to give your best to all of them. 

C - Team collaboration on a goal gives us accountability beyond ourselves. It is also assuring 

that we are not the only ones shouldering the responsibility. 

O - Goal outcomes that are difficult and more challenging raise our game and willingness 
to learn. This does not mean they should be unrealistic but goals need to drive significant 
improvement to get our attention. 

R - Keep a written record to track and measure success. Research shows we are 42% more likely 
to achieve goals when we do this. 

E - Envision a goal to find more success. This means we visualize it regularly in detail and the 

steps we will take to win. As we do, the difficult goal seems more realistic and we increase our 

commitment. Social psychologist Dr. Emily Balcetis at NYU, shows visualization makes goals 30% 

more doable, 17% easier and 23% more achievable. This is similar to the mental rehearsal. Olympic 

athletes do it in preparation for events with the world’s elite competitors. 

S - According to brain research, savor more goal achievement by activating and boosting your 

Dopamine by:

1. A healthier diet and vitamin supplements

2. Regular exercise

3. Mediation or prayer

4. On-going learning

5. Goal setting efforts and determination
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. IN SUMMARY, BE HOPEFUL FOR YOUR FUTURE! 

James Allen wrote in As a Man Thinketh, “The greatest 

discovery of our generation is that people can alter the 

outer aspects of their lives by changing the inner attitudes 

of their minds.”  You have tremendous potential. Success 

and an optimistic outlook on life is a choice. It can be 

accelerated by considering how to ramp up our Dopamine. 

Too many people look at their life in a negative aspect. 

Each New Year, each new day and each new month is an 

opportunity to start again and create the future you want. 

Speaker Earl Nightingale once said, “The problem isn’t in 

people achieving goals; they will do that. The problem is 

getting them to set goals in the first place.” Goal setting  

and achieving requires hope and builds momentum when 

you determine what you want out of life. Think in terms 

of balance. Do not just zero in on your career or finances. 

Remember other areas too. For example, set goals for your  
family, friendships, health, recreation, leisure and 

community. In addition, set short-term and long-term goals. 

Superstar salesperson Lee Klampe said, “A goal without an 

action plan is only a joke.” In other words, what are 

definitive steps you can take to achieve your goals? Goal 

setting and achieving is a continuous improvement 

process. Napoleon Hill wrote, “Service, sacrifice and self-

control are three words which must be well understood by 

the person who succeeds in doing something that is of help 

to the world.”  Now, apply this new science to your life so 

that each month of every year is the best in your life!

Is your company going 
through significant change? 

See this complimentary 
eBook

Changing  
Change Management 

Do you want to learn how 
to be a one of the best 

leaders? If so, I suggest you 
check out our new book 

Superstar Leadership

http://rickconlow.com/changing-change-management-download/
http://rickconlow.com/changing-change-management-download/
http://rickconlow.com/product/superstar-leadership/
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training video
In this training video you will learn:

• The 5 Laws of GoalPower.

• How to set goals effectively.

• How to achieve you goals starting 
today.

review questions

1. What have you learned or relearned in this module about setting and achieving goals?
(Review your learning with one other person)

2. List 3-4 actions you will take to reach and exceed your goals.

“TO BE ALL YOU CAN BE YOU MUST DREAM OF BEING MORE.”  RICK CONLOW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Ys9U3suj4s&list=PLBqjYYJhz4CZZUD-0DvQfY5s6nqWXo9lE&t=0s&index=3
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about rick conlow
I’ve been in your shoes, I was a manager just like you may be now. I 
wanted to succeed just like everyone. I wanted to make a difference. The 
first company I worked for believed in training, with this opportunity 
and my desire to learn, I attended over 100 training programs and 
conferences in a little over fifteen years. My results improved and I moved 
from teaching and selling to executive, with five promotions. Eventually, 
I founded Rick Conlow International. Our purpose is to bring out the best 
in others and make a positive difference in peoples’ careers. Throughout 
the years we have partnered with many fine companies and managers to 
achieve:

• 48 quality service awards including JD Power, Ford’s President
Award, and Canada’s Consumers Choice Award.

• Record-breaking sales year after year: 30%, 48%, 52%, 75%,
122% gains in sales.

• 15-20 points on customer experience surveys.
• 12-14 points on employee engagement surveys.
• Author of 20 books, including the best seller, SuperSTAR

Leadership.

You can do this and more. Exceed your potential today. I’ll show you how.

Ford’s President’s Award Canada’s Consumer Choice Award

website
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about rick conlow
call 612-868-8521 email  rick@rickconlow.com

read rick's customer experience resources

visit rick's website & blog

website

find more on rickconlow.com/shop

http://eim.rickconlow.com
http://rickconlow.com
mailto:rick%40wcwpartners.com%20?subject=
http://rickconlow.com/product/superstar-leadership/
http://rickconlow.com/product/superstar-customer-service-a-31-day-plan-to-improve-client-relations-lock-in-new-customers-and-keep-the-best-ones-coming-back-for-more/
http://rickconlow.com/product/designing-a-superstar-experience/
http://rickconlow.com/superstar-leadership-blog/
http://rickconlow.com
http://rickconlow.com/coaching/
http://rickconlow.com/shop
http://rickconlow.com/shop
https://rickconlow.com/online-training/
https://rickconlow.com/coaching/
https://rickconlow.com/store/store/
https://rickconlow.com/product/goalpower-how-to-increase-your-personal-performance-and-career-success/
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